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Dear Editors

Thank you very much for your message. We have included the comments of the reviewer Keith D. Hill and have made the requested changes to the format of the manuscript. Please find the revised version of the manuscript (online resubmission) and this cover letter with a detailed account of changes made.

As principal author, René Schwendimann signs this letter on behalf of all co-authors. All co-authors have seen and approved the manuscript, and made a direct and significant contribution to the work.

Sincerely yours

René Schwendimann
Minor essential revisions according to reviewer Keith D. Hill

Page 6, line 16
The number is corrected as indicated to 1,000.

Page 6, paragraph 3, line 8
The typo is changed to “immediately”.

Page 7, paragraph 2 (last 6 lines)
The long confusing sentence is changed into 2 sentences as suggested.

Page 7, paragraph 2, line 11
The word “justice” is changed into “justification” as suggested.

Page 7, limitations, paragraph 2
The statement is changed into “…may also have been influenced…” as suggested.

Formatting changes requested

The requested formatting changes are made including: the removal of unnecessary section headings, removal of hyphenations at the end of lines, and excluding figure titles in the image files.